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 GRADES 

3-6
IMPLEMENTATION FOCUS CURRENT STATUS NEXT STEPS

ROUND 1

Teach/Model how to write out ONE ROW of thinking from earlier this week.
OPTION 1: 
Compare 
two story 
plots.

DAY 1 — Focus on reading & 
recording within a T-Chart 
(versus a Venn). 

• Teach Step 1: List known details 
for photo A as the I do. 

• Teach Step 2: List details for 
photo B as the We do. 

List all known details for 
Photo B, by category. 

• This is (one of) the 
last standard listed 
intentionally. 

• The focus is to teach 
the comparative 
thinking process. 

DAY 2— Repeat Steps 1 and 2 with a second category for 
the same two images (e.g., I-do and We-do experiences).

STEP 2
We do

DAY 3
• Review Steps 1-2 and introduce Step 3. 
• Model how to look across the rows to identify exact 

same, obvious difference, inferred similarity. (I do 
with one row; We do with the second row.)

DAY 4— Apply Steps 1-3 with a third category. 

DAY 5— Apply Steps 1-3 with different photos 
OR two previously-read texts.

List all known details for 
Photo A, by category. 

STEP 1
I do

Infer similarities using trial & error. 
1. Describe one characteristic listed 

for Photo A.  Describe it in different 
ways, using synonyms.

2. Consider those same descriptions, 
attributes, or synonyms in Photo B. 

3. Stretch and morph the application 
ATTEMPTING to find a SMALL 
detail that is the same.

NO: Choose 
a different 
attribute/
characteristic 
and try again. 

YES: Jump between 
Photos A and B, fine-
tuning the similarity 
using kind of…, close 
to…, somewhat…

Target the less-
obvious thinking. 

• How are two 
DIFFERENT texts 
similar?

• How are two 
SIMILAR texts 
different?

Select photographs 
that include all 
3 major story 
elements.

• Subject/
characters

• Environment/
setting

• Activity/plot

OPTION 2: Compare two photographs for the activities within them.
• Stretch one category into a topic sentence. 
• Follow with supporting details. What details are different? What 

details are the exact same or mostly similar? 
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CURRENT STATUS NEXT STEPSIMPLEMENTATION FOCUS

ROUND 2

Deepen understanding 
of character perspective 
(HOW he feels) by adding 
in the concept of point of 
view (WHO is speaking).

ROUND 1

ROUND 2

ROUND 3

• GRADE 3 | perspective

• GRADE 3 | point of view

• GRADES 4-6 | perspective

• GRADES 4-6 | point of view

ROUND 1

ROUND 2

STATUS CHECK— Growing perspectives/feelings 
vocabulary.

1. Applying terms with new characters/texts?
2. Adding to/Maintaining a list?

Inferring Perspectives: 4-12
Feeling Words beyond — mad, sad, glad

energized

invigorated

engaged

enthusiastic

gleeful

merry

bubbly

blissful

delighted

elated

jubilant

festive

enchanted

amused

inspired

passionate

satisfied

confident

content

pleased

satisfied

comfortable

fulfilled

refreshed

rejuvenated

renewed

serene

reassured

fortunate

humbled

grateful

moved 

expectant

optimistic

compassionate

reflective

vulnerable

sympathetic

forlorn

gloomy

miserable

weary

sulky

guilty

regretful

remorseful

embarrassed

humiliated

mortified

resistant

shut down

withdrawn

sensitive

diminished

powerless

lonely

longing

yearning

aloof

distant

indifferent

isolated

lethargic

listless

removed

desolate

alienated

terrified

anxious

apprehensive

rejected

discouraged

confused

indecisive

jumbled

perplexed

uncertain

anxious

hesitant

panicked 

paralyzed

disturbed

edgy

suspicious

threatened

anguished

inferior

vulnerable

distressed

grieved

heartbroken

resigned

trapped

victimized

incapable

enraged

furious

irritated

irate

agitated

aggravated

disgruntled

exasperated

hostile

outraged

inflamed

provoked

infuriated

boiling

fuming

explosive

short-fused

triggered

bitter

jealous

resentful

vindictive

indignant

cynical

dissatisfied

annoyed

hateful

offensive

stubborn

moody

cross

frustrated

frazzled

overwhelmed

impatient

shaken

restless

rattled
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3. Inferring 
differing 
perspectives 
from 2 characters 
in the same 
scene.

KATNISS

surprised, 
dumbfounded

PEETA

protective, 
caring

• The Day the 
Crayons Quit

• Hey, Little Ant 
• I Wanna 

Iguana
• I Wanna New 

Room
• I Wanna Go 

Home
• Voices in the 

Park

Multiple-perspective 
texts include the 
same scene told by 
a different character 
with a different 
perspective.

Identify the point of view.
• Character (first person)
• Narrator (third person)
• Speaker (in a poem)

Recognize the influence of point of 
view.

• What is the 
tone the 
reader hears?

• Consider if a different “person” told 
the same information— would the 
perspective/tone be different? 

Typically, 
perspectives/
feelings 
change often 
in a text, but 
the point of 
view doesn’t.

OPTION 1: Infer the 
perspectives of two 
characters in the same 
scene.

OPTION 2: Infer the perspective  
of the narrator in the story/
speaker in the poem.

Find excerpts in 
chapter books/novels 
where two characters 
feel differently in the 
same scene. 

• Edit the excerpt to 
include only the 
sentences with 
F.A.S.T. Facts. (See 
Hunger Games 
example.)

Identify poems 
within the reading 
curriculum/series. 
Annotate the changing  
perspectives of the 
speaker.
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SKILL 8 | Readers comment on their own evidence/pump up their writing.

SKILL 2 | Readers repeat key details from the question/prompt. 

SKILL 3 | Readers include evidence to support their thinking. 

SKILL 4 | Readers provide multiple pieces of text evidence. 

SKILL 6 | Readers know that all details are not evidence.

SKILL 5 | Readers explain their thinking in a concluding statement.

SKILL 7 | Readers know how to cite visual, audio, and video-based evidence. 

SKILL 12 | Readers stack multiple pieces of elaboration after each text detail.

SKILL 11 | Readers blend evidence and elaboration. 

Understand that complex tasks integrate multiple literacy skills. 
• Teach skills individually and explicitly.
• Practice skills in combination.

SKILL 1 | Readers convert the last thought into the first sentence. 

SKILL 9
SKILL 10

Read/Collect details 
from multiple texts.

Learned to write 
out thinking in a 

basic constructed 
response. 

SKILL 19 | Readers generate an appropriate conclusion.

SKILL 14 | Readers stretch each synthesis into a topic-sentence statement. 

SKILL 15 | Readers support each synthesis with a body paragraph.

SKILL 16 | Readers recognize extended responses as several stacked constructed responses.

SKILL 17 | Readers organize body paragraphs to match the genre and text.

SKILL 18 | Readers generate an academic introduction. 

SKILL 13 | Readers accurately decode prompts to determine the read-write task.

Assess pacing of the 
read-write scaffold. 
• Understand how 

the 19 skills impact 
expectations on 
state tests. 

• Gage where you are 
in teaching and in 
student practice/
mastery. 

• Adjust scaffold 
as needed (e.g., 
combine skills, skip, 
skills, etc.).

ROUND 1

Transition from brief constructed responses to extended responses.

NEXT STEPS

Combine details 
to generate a 
synthesis.

ROUND 2

Teach, practice, and 
apply. 

• Recognize priority 
skills in the scaffold. 

• Teach individually 
but then apply 
cumulatively. 

• CAUTION: Don’t 
burn out students 
with full-length 
performance tasks!
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